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Terms of Reference
www.sawap.net

Venue: Hotel Azalai, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso

Building Resilience
through Innovation,
Communication and
Knowledge Services
Project

Sahel and West
Africa Program in
Support of the
Great Green Wall
Initiative

SAWAP Conference & BRICKS Launch

&

Contacts

SAWAP is a 1.1 billion US$ investment program on sustainable
land and water management.

BRICKS supports SAWAP by providing operational services to
country projects to help identify regional and global innovations,
promote them through better communication, and put that
knowledge into use.

regional project, BRICKS,
SAWAP country investment operations, and
BRICKS implementing organizations - CILSS, IUCN and OSS -
promoting sustainable land use practices for a resilient and stable
Sahel and West Africa.

  1
12
3

1. Official BRICKS launch
2. Deployment of BRICKS services to the SAWAP community.
3. Building of communities of practice on innovation, communication and
knowledge services across the SAWAP portfolio.

Edwige Botoni, CILSS: edwige.botoni@cilss.bf
Philippe Zoungrana, CILSS: philippe.zoungrana@cilss.bf

Conference Objectives

March 19-22, 2014
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
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Background

The Building Resilience through Innovation Communication and Knowledge Services
(BRICKS) project is a six-year regional knowledge and monitoring hub for a large US$1.1
billion regional program of 12 World Bank financed country operations plus related partner-
supported activities that together contribute to the region’s and clients’ Great Green Wall
Initiative (GGWI) priorities (see Annex I for more details on project components).

BRICKS is implemented by three regional organizations recognized as centers of excellence: the
Interstate Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS), the Sahara and Sahel
Observatory, (OSS) and West and Central Africa Office of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN). These organizations facilitate technical knowledge exchanges
and monitoring services among the 12 country investment operations in the broader World
Bank/GEF Sahel and West Africa Program (SAWAP). Each organization is responsible for
implementing discrete activities related to resilient and carbon-smart natural resources
management in the Sahel and West Africa region, focusing on biodiversity, crop, range, forest,
water resources, and disaster risk management in arid, sub-humid and humid landscapes (see
Annex I for the BRICKS Project Overview).

BRICKS was approved by the World Bank Board on September 4, 2013 and the Grant
Agreements were signed at a ceremony with the leadership of the respective three Implementing
Agencies (CILSS, OSS, and IUCN) on October 15, 2013 in Washington DC.  The Project was
declared effective on November 26, 2013.

A SAWAP Conference that includes the Launch of the BRICKS Project is needed to consolidate
and build the SAWAP community and to ensure smooth start up and implementation of the
BRICKS Project. .

The ideas leading to the outlining of the Terms of Reference for the Workshop, emerged during
the various discussions and meetings between the three Implementing Agencies and the technical
teams in Namibia (September 23, 2013) and in Washington DC (October 10-15, 2013).

Objective of the SAWAP Conference and BRICKS Project Launch

The conference and launch will aim to: (i) strengthen/build communities of practice on relevant
themes and actions, and to (ii) align supply and demand for tools and services.

The objectives of the Conference and Launch are to:

(i) Support the deployment of operational services to the 12 country projects in
SAWAP,

(ii) Ensure smooth start up and implementation of the BRICKS Project, and
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(iii) Consolidate and enhance communities of practice on innovation,
communication, and knowledge services across the SAWAP portfolio.

(i) Support the deployment of operational services to the 12 country projects in SAWAP

Documenting the demand. Prior to the Conference, the three BRICKS Implementing
Agencies will together develop a short list of early actions likely to be requested by the
SAWAP country project teams for which the three IAs could provide operational
services. This could involve conducting a desk review of the 12 SAWAP projects.  The
desk review will then be shared with the 12 country team members during the Conference
for their feedback and inputs.

Documenting the supply. Prior to the Conference, the three BRICKS Implementing
Agencies will together conduct a rapid stocktaking exercise on existing best practices and
tools on land use approaches and land management technologies, project-level M&E and
natural resource monitoring, geospatial analysis, biodiversity assessment and planning,
and other relevant topics that could be deployed throughout the SAWAP portfolio and the
GGW more broadly.  This exercise will result in presenting an initial list of available
tools and services to be provided by the three Implementing Agencies to the SAWAP
Country Projects during the Conference.

(ii) Ensure smooth start up and implementation of the BRICKS Project

The Conference/Launch will clarify implementation and fiduciary arrangements for the core
BRICKS implementing agencies and 12 country partner project teams.

(iii) Consolidate and enhance communities of practice on innovation, communication, and
knowledge services across the SAWAP portfolio

Through active participation of individuals attending the Conference, BRICKS will connect and
draw upon existing communities of practice (CoPs) on relevant themes that can help country
teams do more, more effectively, and with less.

Approach

The 4-day Workshop will bring together the 12 SAWAP country teams and other partners to
collaborate and participate together through various types of sessions with an optional field trip
(see below). These sessions will help to create a stimulating environment in which to present a
catalogue of potential tools and services relevant to the needs of the country projects.  The
resulting discussions should then produce some solid feedback on the actual needs of the country
projects which will then be taken into account by the BRICKS teams and reflected in an updated
catalogue of tools and services available to the SAWAP country teams.
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The regional nature of the conference will also help create better awareness of the SAWAP
portfolio as a support to the Great Green Wall Initiative among other key partners in the region.

The conference will include the following types of sessions:

1. BRICKS Project Presentation by the three Implementing Agencies led by CILSS
which provides an overview of the project as well as respective roles and responsibilities.

2. Facilitated breakout session to discuss SAWAP projects and expectations on how the
BRICKS project can support the respective country teams.

3. Marketplace to showcase the three agencies’ and other partners’ services, tools and case
studies (booths and stalls in an atrium setting).

4. Operational Clinics on WB Financial Management, Procurement, Reporting and
M&E. These working sessions will occur simultaneously where only concerned
participants will attend.

5. Ted-style talks1given by key external experts on relevant thematic topics and
successful WB projects*.  TED-style talks use a combination of Technology,
Entertainment and Design to present ideas freely in a stimulating fashion that will
encourage a change of attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the world.

6. Facilitated breakout session to discuss new ideas generated by the TED-talks and how
they may apply to the SAWAP country projects, as well as how BRICKS can support
putting these ideas into practice.

7. BRICKS First Advisory Committee Meeting to: review and provide recommendation
on joint project work plan, advise on implementation bottlenecks (if any), advance
knowledge cross-fertilization among partnerships, programs and platforms.

8. Hands-on sessions on various knowledge tools, south-south knowledge management,
Geospatial tools, WBI modules, M&E, Impact evaluation, Guidance for establishing
toolkits for community capacity-building in sustainable forest management, etc. (occur
simultaneously)

9. Facilitated breakout session for SAWAP projects to review their expectations on how
the BRICKS project can support the respective country teams based on Ted-Talk
discussions and hands-on sessions.

10. Discussion on BRICKS Project implementation to: (i) present the Work plan for the
next 16-months; and (ii) gain a better understanding of the operational links and
processes between BRICKS and the SAWAP country projects (this could include
reporting/communication lines horizontally and vertically, procedures for

1www.ted.com
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requesting/receiving support including cost-sharing modalities and future follow-up and
exchanges through regular workshops, virtual meeting, etc.).

11. Wrap-up plenary work (possibly through WBI-clickers system - TBD) Implementing
Agencies give an overview of conference and highlight important discussions.  This will
be followed by closing remarks from CILSS and local host. Evaluation form of the
conference will be distributed and filled out by all participants.

12. Movie night showing “Man Who Stopped the Desert” as an introduction to the field trip
on Day 4.

13. Optional field trip to the farm of Yacouba Sawadogo, the Man Who Stopped the Desert.

*In point 2 above, key experts should be invited to talk on the following topics of high interest to
SAWAP country teams (more to be included):

 Livestock and rangeland management [Jonathan Davis, IUCN]
 Land management and water harvesting [Ablassé Bilgo, CILSS ]
 Community planning linked to watershed management [Daniel Yawson – IUCN]
 Environmental monitoring tools:[–Alferi Issoufou & Edwige Botoni, CILSS]–
 Climate change & adaptation [Benoit Sarr, CILSS, & Patrick Wylie, IUCN]
 Sustainable landscape management [Mei Xie, WBI]
 Sustainable forest management [Sibiri jean Ouedraogo, CILSS]
 Mobile pastoralism [Jonathan Davis, IUCN TBD]
 Communication for conservation and climate change [Julian Zeidler (IUCN) ]
 Innovative Communication tools [Max Thabiso, WB]

The participants would total 81-105 as follows:

 SAWAP projects’ government teams (2-4 from each SAWAP country; 24-48 total -
Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sudan, and Togo)

 SAWAP projects’ World Bank task teams (12-24 which includes the Task Team Leaders)
 CILSS staff (10)
 OSS staff (6)
 IUCN staff (6)
 Africa Union representative for the Green Wall (1)
 NEPAD representative (1)
 FAO representative (Green Wall focal point) (1)
 UNCCD-GM (Green Wall focal point) (1)
 WB BRICKS task team (5)
 Key consultants/experts (10)
 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) (1)
 Community of Sahel-Sahara States (CEN-SAD) (1)[TBD]
 African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD) (1)[TBD]
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 Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD)(1)[TBD]
 GEFSEC [TBD]
 German Society for International Cooperation (GIZ) [TBD]
 French Development Agency (AFD) [TBD]
 African Development Bank (AfDB) [TBD]
 AGIR [TBD]

Based on the above, a tentative draft agenda outline is attached in Annex II.

Key outputs

 SAWAP country team members receive adequate support through the Operational clinics
and BRICKS Project Implementation session, and maintain contact with key people for
continuous support (including remotely).

 12 SAWAP country teams and relevant partners have a full understanding of what
BRICKS can do for them and each country team, with support from the BRICKS teams,
has submitted their initial request for services.

 Identification of Conference participants who are able to provide operational support to
country project teams on key implementation topics related to environmental public
goods (placed in roster of proven experts).

 SAWAP country team members receive relevant training through the hands-on sessions
and apply these skills in their respective projects.

 Validation of the communication approach outlined in the communication strategy for
BRICKS

 Connecting to existing communities of practice (CoPs) on relevant themes and initiating
a community of practice specific to the Sahel and West Africa region among the project
teams and key stakeholders of the SAWAP portfolio as well as the BRICKS
implementing agencies.

 Key recommendations from the SAWAP country teams and partners are documented and
streamlined in BRICKS activities.

 The first BRICKS Advisory Committee meeting is held.

Administration Arrangements

Roles and Responsibilities during the Conference

1. CILSS is the lead implementing agency for the BRICKS project.  As such, it will: (i)
Manage all administrative and logistic arrangements of the Conference; (ii) Facilitate
some the thematic sessions, including those on Land and Water harvesting and Crop
Productivity; (iii) Contribute to the welcome speech to the participants (Executive
Secretary of CILSS to contribute in giving welcoming remark);(iv) In coordination with
OSS and IUCN, conduct a project implementation  working session with the SAWAP
country teams to help them gain a better understanding of the operational links and
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processes between BRICKS and the SAWAP country projects as well as to finalize their
requests for tools and services; (v) Organize the first BRICKS Advisory Committee
Meeting, (vi) Effectively communicate through media and social media the proceedings
of the Conference throughout the four days, (vii) Set-up a CILSS booth showcasing best
practices, tools and services.

2. IUCN is the partnering implementing agency for the BRICKS project (IUCN BRICKS
team).  As such, it will: (i) Facilitate all thematic and hands-on sessions related to
communication, as well as several thematic sessions; (ii) Set-up an IUCN/PACO booth
showcasing best practices, tools and services.

3. OSS is the partnering implementing agency for the BRICKS project (OSS BRICKS
team).  As such it will: (i) Facilitate all hands-on sessions related to GIS and M&E
(SAWAP portfolio-level M&E);(ii) Facilitate several thematic sessions; (iii) Set-up an
OSS booth showcasing best practices, tools and services.

4. The World Bank BRICKS task team supports CILSS, IUCN and OSS to implement of
the BRICKS project and as such will: (i) Contribute to the thematic sessions on Remote
sensing & GIS, Sustainable Landscape Management, Innovative Communication tools;
(ii) Contribute to the hands-on sessions on GIS, Knowledge management, Carbon
monitoring,(iii) If needed, facilitate working sessions between SAWAP country teams
and CILSS, IUCN and OSS BRICKS teams; (iii) Conduct Operational Clinics on
Financial Management, Procurement, Reporting and M&E (iv) Set-up a booth in
coordination with CILSS showcasing best practices, tools and services as relevant to
BRICKS.

5. The SAWAP country project teams are the direct beneficiaries of the BRICKS project
and as such will: (i) Present their respective country projects and expectations of what
BRICKS can do for them; (ii) Participate and contribute actively to thematic and hands-
on sessions; (iii) As needed, in working sessions with the BRICKS teams, gain a better
understanding of the operational links and processes between BRICKS and the SAWAP
country projects, as well as finalize and submit their initial requests for tools and services,
(iv) Consult on Financial management, Procurement, Reporting and M&E issues during
Operational clinics, (v) Advise and accordingly make recommendations on BRICKS
activities during the BRICKS Advisory Committee meeting (only National Country
Project Coordinators) and Wrap-up plenary session.

6. The World Bank task teams respectively support implementation of the SAWAP
country projects and as such will: (i) Contribute, as needed, to the country project
presentations; (ii) Guide discussions and make sure that country project specific issues
and topics (as relevant to BRICKS) are covered during the thematic and hands-on
sessions; (iii) if needed, facilitate discussions between SAWAP country teams and
BRICKS teams during working sessions; (iv) Facilitate discussions during Operational
clinics; (v) Advise and accordingly make recommendations on BRICKS activities during
the BRICKS Advisory Committee meeting and Wrap-up plenary session.
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7. The BRICKS Project Partners who are also supporting the Great Green Wall (including
the African Union Commission, Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N., and the
Global Mechanism of the U.N. Convention to Combat Desertification), help to ensure
strategic complementarities between BRICKS and other ongoing efforts under GGW.  As
such, these partners will: (i) Participate and contribute actively to thematic and hands-on
sessions; (ii) If  possible and relevant to BRICKS, set up booths showcasing GGW CoPs,
best practices, tools and services; (iii) Advise and make recommendations on BRICKS
activities during the BRICKS Advisory Committee meeting and Wrap-up plenary
session.

8. The Key External Experts invited to the Conference will also be part of BRICKS roster
of proven experts, where SAWAP country teams may benefit from their advice during
implementations of their respective projects (facilitated by BRICKS).  As such, they will:
(i) Present their respective topics (relevant to the SAWAP program) as TED-Style talks
to generate maximum participation and discussion; (ii) Conduct more in depth
discussions of their topics during breakout sessions; (iii) Participate and contribute
actively to other thematic and hands-on sessions;(iv) Advise and accordingly make
recommendations on BRICKS activities during the Wrap-up plenary session.

Budget

The expected budget will be covered under the BRICKS project budget (up to US$ 160,000).
This will include, if needed, consulting services to establish and plan the Conference with input
of all partners and country project teams, as well as associated administrative and logistics costs
(location, conference, services, travel, accommodation, etc.).  Country teams should finance
travel costs from own budget.

Duration

March 19-22, 2014.

Location

Hotel AZALAI, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso.
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Annex 1

BRICKS Project Overview

Project Components

There are three components organized thematically: (1) Knowledge management, (2) Program
monitoring support, and (3) Project management. These are described below.

Component 1 - Knowledge management. This component finances goods, training, operating
costs, non-consulting services, consultants’ services, and small-grants to support the following
activities:

a. Networking country project teams and key stakeholders for structured learning,
which includes:

i. Establishing a regional decision support web portal,
ii. Identifying and disseminating best practices,

iii. Holding regular south-south learning events, training, and periodic study
tours for the 12 SAWAP project teams,

b. Providing competitive regional innovation small grants for technical assistance to
develop information and communication tools,

c. Establishing an operations services facility for SAWAP projects on key
implementation topics related to environmental public goods:

i. Facilitation and brokering of expertise,
ii. A technical peer review panel,

iii. An operations support pool,
d. Carrying out a series of regional environmental economic analyses (such as

benefit-cost, ecosystem valuations).
e. Strategic communication.

Component 2 - Program monitoring support. This component finances goods, training,
operating costs, non-consulting services, and consultants’ services to support the following
activities:

a. Aggregating and benchmarking results and M&E system development support in
the SAWAP portfolio of 12 projects.

b. Delivering participatory training and expert support on M&E to country project
teams. Special emphasis will be placed on measuring biophysical change and
carbon flux in land use and management systems in the portfolio, and providing
support to country project teams on applying M&E tools.

c. Monitoring, modeling and mapping land and water resources and land use change
in the regional portfolio, including carbon modeling to help estimate the
portfolio’s contribution to climate change mitigation. This includes carbon storage
in biomass and soil, as well as changes in GHG emissions due to land use change
and management, using existing monitoring and geospatial tools. This activity
also includes establishing an inter-agency Geographic Information System (GIS)
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services team and opportunities for networking and capacity building for project
teams and regional actors, development of a regional digital atlas on land and
water resources, greenhouse gas (GHG) fluxes from land use and management,
and climate risks, and development of a regional data platform to provide near
real-time remote sensing data and analyses in appropriate formats to country
project teams on the ground.

d. Establish and promote an impact evaluation platform.

Component 3 - Project management. This component will finance goods, training, operating
costs, non-consulting services, and consultants’ services for all three implementing agencies
(CILSS, OSS, IUCN) to provide administrative functions including monitoring of BRICKS
activities to ensure that the project remains focused on providing useful and demand-driven
services to the project portfolio. The component will establish a Project Coordination Unit hosted
by CILSS who will compile and aggregate project fiduciary and results reporting from all three
agencies.
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Day 1 – March 19, 2014

Conference Opening
Location: KADIOGO Room

9 : 0 0 – 9 : 1 0 1. Welcoming remarks: CILSS Secretary General
9 : 1 0 – 9 : 2 0 2. Welcoming remarks: world Bank agency of Burkina Faso
9 : 2 0 – 9 : 3 0 2. Opening address by the Minister  (or representative) of Agriculture ofBurkina Faso
9 : 3 0 – 1 0 : 0 0 Tea break and Group photo

BRICKS and SAWAP: Directions and Discussion

10:00 – 10:10 1. Agenda overview of Conference and background of SAWAP: Stephen Danyo,World Bank
10:10 – 10:20 2. GEF5 program and the role of BRICKS in Improving Sustainable LandManagement and the UNCCD agenda, Jean-Marc Sinnassamy, GEFSec
10:20 – 11:05 3. BRICKS Project Presentation by the Coordinators of the three ImplementingAgencies, Philippe Zoungrana (CILSS), Jean-Marc Garreau (IUCN), Nabil BenKhatra (OSS)
11:05 – 11:35 4. Facilitated Question and Answer session on above presentations to discussunderstanding of the BRICKS Project

SAWAP Country Project Presentations

11:35 – 12:35 Part 1: Facilitated Breakout session to discuss SAWAP Projects and expectations ofwhat BRICKS can do for the SAWAP country teams
12:35 – 14:00 Ideas Marketplace/Lunch

Location: DIMAKO Room

14:00 – 15:00
Part 2: Continued SAWAP Breakout session to discuss SAWAP Projects andexpectations of what BRICKS can do for the SAWAP country teams

15:00 – 15:30 Plenary discussion to share findings
Location: KADIOGO Room
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15:30 – 16:00 Marketplace/Tea Break

16:00 – 17:30
Operational Clinics

These sessions will occur simultaneously where only concerned participants willattend to bring in their key project management and coordination issues fordiscussion with the Financial Management, Procurement, M&E, and CommunicationSpecialists from the WB and other institutions.
Location: KADIOGO

RoomWorking session onFinancialManagement(Bougma, WorldBank)
Location:

SEGTAABA RoomWorking sessionon Procurementissues (CILSS)
Location:

ZODNOOMA
RoomWorking-sessionon M&E (NabilBen Khatra, OSS)

Location: KIBSA
RoomWorking session onCommunication(Grazia Atanasio,World Bank)

Day 2 – March 20, 2014

9 : 0 0 – 1 0 : 0 0 TED-Style Talks(15 mins each maximum (strictly enforced) followed by 15-30 mins question andanswer session)
Session 1(10-20 mins each followed by 30 mins question and answer session)

Location: KADIOGO Room
Livestock and rangeland

management by Jonathan
Davis, IUCN

Location: SEGTAABA RoomSustainable forestmanagement by Sibiri JeanOuedraogo, CILSS
Location: ZODNOOMA

Room
Climate change &

adaptation by Maguette
Kaire, CILSS

10:00 – 10:15 Tea Break

10:15 – 11:15 Session 2

Location: KADIOGO RoomLand management andwater harvesting byAblassé Bilgo, CILSS
Location: : KIBSA RoomSustainable landscapemanagement by PatrickWyli, IUCN

Location: ZODNOOMA
Room

Innovative Communication
tools by Max Thabiso

Edkins, Connect4Climate,
WB
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11:30 – 12:30 Session 3

Location: KADIOGO RoomCommunity planninglinked to watershedmanagement by DanielYawson
Location: ZODNOOMA

RoomCommunication forconservation and climatechange by Julian Zeidler,IUCN
Location: SEGTAABA RoomMobile pastoralism byJonathan Davis, IUCN

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch with Thematic Tables
Location: Lunch RoomEach table will have a theme where participants are encouraged to carry ondiscussions over lunch.

Sharing Knowledge on SAWAP Themes

14:00 – 15:00 1. Facilitated breakout session by experts to discuss new ideas generated by the
TED-talks and how they may apply to the SAWAP country projects, as well as
how BRICKS can support putting these ideas into practice

15:00 – 15:30 2. Plenary session to share findings
Location: KADIOGO Room

15:45 – 18:00 BRICKS Advisory Committee Meeting
Location: KADIOGO Room

17:45 – 19:00 Cocktail

Day 3 – March 21, 2014

9 : 0 0 – 1 1 : 3 0 Learning Workshops

Location: ZODNOOMA
RoomCommunication Tools(WB, OSS, IUCN, CILSS) Location: KIBSA RoomGIS Tools (OSS) Location: KADIOGO RoomEnvironmental monitoringtools (Alferi Issoufou &Edwige Botoni,  CILSS)

Review Session

11:30 – 12:30 1. Breakout session for SAWAP projects to review their expectations on how the
BRICKS project can support the respective country teams based on Ted-Talk

discussions and hands-on sessions
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12:30 - 12:45 2. Plenary to share findings
KADIOGO Room

12:45 – 13:45 Networking Lunch
Location: Lunch Room

13:45 – 15:45 BRICKS Project Implementation
Location: KADIOGO RoomCILSS in coordination with OSS and IUCN will: (i) present the Work plan for the next16-months; and (ii) provide a better understanding of the operational links andprocesses between BRICKS and the SAWAP country projects

15:45 – 16:15 Tea break

16:15 – 17:15 Wrap-up
Location: KADIOGO RoomWrap-up session to evaluate Conference, identify issues, highlight tools and servicesof high interest, make recommendations, etc.

17:15 – 19:00 Movie Night
Location: KADIOGO RoomThe Man Who Stopped the DesertStarring: Yacouba Sawadogo, Burkinabe farmer

Day 4 – March 22, 2014

8 : 0 0 – 1 9 : 0 0 Field Trip (optional)
Location: The farm of Yacouba Sawadogo, the Man Who Stopped the Desert


